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Project Goals and Objectives 

The Kootenay Camas Project (KCP) was initiated to increase knowledge of the botanical, environmental, 

and cultural importance of common camas (Camassia quamash) and its associated ecosystems in order 

to steward existing camas populations and restore associated camas habitat. 

The project deepens West Kootenay residents' knowledge and understanding of common camas and the 

region's aboriginal history in relation to this plant. It is a community-driven research project designed to 

inform local planning processes now and into the future. 

The objectives of the Kootenay Camas Project were as follows: 
 

 Establish ecological baseline data of camas distribution and abundance. 

 Increase public awareness of camas as a plant of cultural and ecological significance. 

 Initiate stewardship planning and implementation. 
 
The Waneta and Pend d’Oreille Camas Inventory is the portion of the Kootenay Camas Project that 

allowed a more thorough inventory of camas in the Waneta Terrestrial Compensation Program region.  

 

Methods 

The Kootenay Camas project incorporated community outreach and education, standard inventory 

methods to provincial standards, and Citizen Science.  

Predictive Mapping 

We began the project by reviewing the ecological, botanical, and ethnographic literature, national and 

international herbarium collections, and reports from local naturalists and personal observations to 

determine current knowledge of camas distribution, ecology, and ethnobotany (i.e. people and plant 

interrelationships) in the region.  

Based on the information gleaned from these sources, we worked with the Selkirk Geospatial Research 

Centre at Selkirk College to develop a predictive GIS model for camas and camas habitat. Under 

supervision of the project coordinators, Valerie Huff and Eva Johansson, Selkirk College Integrated 

Environmental Planning student, Kevin Watt, used Geographic Information Systems to look at 

underlying habitat attributes of known camas populations based on provincial biogeoclimatic zonation 

and the Vegetation Resource Inventory - Forest Vegetation Composite Polygons. The archaeological and 

ethnographic literature was investigated to test the hypothesis that camas is likely to occur in areas of 

high traditional use and occupancy by First Nations.  
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Citizen Science Reporting 

We used Citizen Science (also called public participation in scientific research) to serve both scientific 

research and outreach / educational goals in the Kootenay Camas Project. Active participation in 

research can captivate and educate the public, resulting in the development of a stronger sense of place 

and a more informed and engaged community as a whole, and can lead to greater public mindfulness 

and involvement in improved land use policies and conservation measures. 

The general public was encouraged to report camas locations and key population parameters to be 

confirmed by the project team. While providing important inventory data to expand our scientific 

understanding of camas distribution, active participation in reporting camas locations also promoted 

greater awareness of the importance of camas, in particular, and in native plants in general.  

We used four citizen science reporting tools for the Kootenay Camas Project. We distributed 300 Report 

Cards (Figure 1) in public locations. We partnered with iNaturalist.org1 to take advantage of their free 

mobile reporting app (Figure 2). We circulated emails to the West Kootenay Native Plant Study Group 

list, as well as to local groups, such as the West Kootenay Naturalists, as well as other interested 

individuals. Finally, we attended and/or led a number of public events where we solicited individual 

reports. 

 

Figure 1. Camas Report Card 

 

                                                           
1
 The Kootenay Camas Project partnership page on iNaturalist.org can be found at 

http://www.inaturalist.org/projects/kootenay-camas-project 

http://www.inaturalist.org/projects/kootenay-camas-project
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Figure 2. Kootenay Camas Project on iNaturalist.org 

Field Inventory 

General 

The objective of the field inventory was to establish baseline information of camas distribution and 

abundance in the Kootenays, to identify threats to existing camas populations, and to identify 

opportunities for improved conservation and stewardship. 

We attempted to relocate all historical reports of camas – either those collected in herbaria or as 

inferred from the botanical and ethnographic literature, as well as in historical reports and surveys. We 

used the predictive maps produced by Kevin Watt and Citizen Science reports to find potential sites.  

At each site, we filled in a standard field form that included site characteristics and habitat parameters 

such as Easting, Northing, elevation, aspect, and canopy cover, among others. We did a vegetation 

inventory, paying particular attention to invasive exotic plant species.  

We measured camas density at selected sites following a protocol developed by the Upper Columbia 

Basin Network (UCBN) in Idaho and Montana2 . This protocol is used by the well-established Camas 

Citizen Science monitoring program carried out by the UCBN. Program coordinators were trained in the 

use of this protocol at the US National Parks Weippe Prairie site in central Idaho, one of the largest and 

oldest camas harvesting locales in North America, in May 2012.  

Waneta and Pend d’Oreille 

In the Waneta Dam compensation area, we surveyed sites on the east and west banks of the Columbia 

River from Trail to Waneta; Seven Mile Road from Waneta to Seven Mile Dam; Waneta-Nelway Road 

from Seven Mile Dam to Waneta; and the Montrose Hill.  

                                                           
2
 Information on the Upper Columbia Basin Network Camas Monitoring Program (UCBN) can be found at 

(science.nature.nps.gov/im/units/ucbn/monitor/camas/camas.cfm). 

http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/units/ucbn/monitor/camas/camas.cfm
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Figure 3. Route travelled for Waneta and Pend d’Oreille survey 

 

Outreach and Education 

The project combined Citizen Science with outreach and education, encouraging community 

participation in identifying camas sites.  

Promotional Materials 

We produced a number of promotional / educational materials for the project. Brochures were 

developed to promote the project and educate people about the cultural heritage and ecology of camas. 

Citizen Science Report Cards were printed to encourage participation in the project. We developed a 

public display booth that was used on several occasions. Press releases were developed for all local 

media for event promotion and education, and we participated in radio interviews with local radio 

stations. As well, we produced our own professional Thank-you cards and distributed them to 

supporters throughout the year. 

Website 

A Kootenay Camas Project website3 was developed for the project. Online updates were routinely made, 

including information about upcoming events, as well as the posting of results from iNaturalist.org app 

reports. We currently receive approximately 2,000 hits per month, with flurries of activity after a news 

report or media release.  

Public Events 

Numerous public events were held by the project to raise awareness about camas. At all events, we 

provided printed information about camas, including its importance to First Nations’ cultures and 

                                                           
3
 The URL of the Kootenay Camas Project website is 

(http://growwild.kics.bc.ca/Articles/KootenayCamasProject/index.html) 

http://growwild.kics.bc.ca/Articles/KootenayCamasProject/index.html
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economies, and discussed our research objectives and methods.  In addition, we were often approached 

by members of the public during our fieldwork days. We made sure to have informative brochures 

available and often had good, unstructured, conversations with the people we met. 

Results and Discussion 

Predictive Mapping 

The report and maps produced by Kevin Watt (Figure 4) outlined broad areas of potential camas habitat. 

A total of 69 polygons of potential camas habitat were identified amounting to 3400 ha with an average 

of 49 ha per polygon. Because it is early in our research and we have incomplete knowledge so far, the 

polygons are large and not geographically precise, given what we know about the patchy distribution of 

camas populations.  

 

Figure 4. Camas habitat potential report produced by K. Watt. 

The maps provided us with a good starting point for our field work, and we used them to prioritize 

survey areas within the larger polygons. We then used Google Earth to zoom in for larger scale maps of 
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individual polygons. From this, we were able to focus our searches on physiographic features within the 

landscape where camas habitat suitability was deemed to be higher.  

We located camas in approximately 15 polygons. This success rate (22%) can be explained by a number 

of factors. First, our limited knowledge of the regionally-specific ecological requirements of camas given 

we have a small sample size of known locations and a significant lack of prior research. The generality of 

the search parameters within the Vegetation Resources Inventory (VRI) database is the second factor. 

VRI data are collected for forestry and, thus, are not ideally suited for sparse, non-timber species such as 

camas. The VRI does include information on soils, slope, and vegetation layers, with coverage for the 

entire study area, so was used for our preliminary model development. Thirdly, the inability to locate 

camas in a given polygon may be due to the present small size and patchiness of camas populations as 

well as restrictions in the time needed to survey the entire area. Finally, habitat loss, invasive species, 

and current land use may have decreased or destroyed historic camas populations in suitable habitats. 

Citizen Science Reporting 

The enthusiasm shown by local residents in reporting camas occurrences in the West Kootenay was 

quite inspiring. We received our report cards in the mail (Figure 5); people sent us photos of the camas, 

plants, and of themselves standing in patches of camas (Figure 6); numerous emails, phone calls, and 

blog posts led us to isolated patches; landowners contacted us to visit their properties; and at public 

events, people shared information about where they had seen camas.  

 

 

Figure 5. The first camas report card received in the mail. 

More than 60 locations were reported by approximately 25 individuals, and we are still receiving new 

reports, indicating that this approach may prove more effective than using the VRI data to determine 

new occurrences and mapping the present-day distribution of camas. We followed up on all reports that 

were received during the camas flowering season.  
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Figure 6. Citizen scientist Muriel Walton submits photographic evidence of dense camas patch on the Brilliant Face 

One of the reported limitations of Citizen Science is the unreliability of correct species identification, and 

we fully expected to receive some inaccurate reports. The Kootenay Camas Project experience surprised 

us in that every Citizen Scientist correctly identified camas, and we were able to verify even the most 

unlikely of reports of camas, such as the one in Figure 7 from a suburban yard.  

 

Figure 7. A single camas plant growing like a 'weed' beside a driveway in suburban Castlegar. Homeowner has no idea how it 
got there. 
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Field Inventory 

During the 2012 field season, the Kootenay Camas Project inventoried and mapped the largest Canadian 

populations of common camas (Camassia quamash) east of the Cascades.  

 

The study area surveyed was from Waneta north to Nakusp, and from Patterson east to Nelson. We 

documented 155 new locations. Selkirk College Co-op student Kylie Morin produced online maps 

showing camas distribution in the study area (Figure 8). Common camas was found in seasonally 

inundated areas, including moist soil pockets on rock outcrops, and in both open rocky and forested 

riparian zones.  

We found the confluence of the Kootenay and Columbia rivers to be the area with the highest 

population density, as well as the locale with the most individual finds. Millennium Park, also in 

Castlegar, is a camas “hot spot,” with camas occurring throughout the park except in the soccer fields 

and parking lots. It occurred in a wide range of habitats (e.g., open, weedy, forested and trampled) 

clearly displaying a wide adaptive ecological breathe. 

Nine herbarium specimens of C. quamash have been prepared and deposited at the Royal British 

Columbia Museum Herbarium. Seed has been collected at several sites for future camas propagation 

and studies. Currently, it is being stored at West Kootenay Plants. 

Digital maps were produced by Kylie Morin, with guidance and input from faculty members, Ian Parfitt 

and Brendan Wilson. The results have been published online in the Columbia Basin Biodiversity Atlas4. 

 

                                                           
4
 The URL for Columbia Basin Biodiversity Atlas is biodiversityatlas.org/beta/species/camas.php. 

http://biodiversityatlas.org/beta/species/camas.php
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Figure 8. Camas inventory locations. Dot colour represents the source of the original report. Note that there are overlapping 

dots on the map, and all sites were inventoried. 
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Waneta and Pend d’Oreille River Valley Inventory 

In the Waneta Terrestrial Compensation Program area, camas was documented for the first time in the 

Fort Shepherd Conservancy Area (FSCA) and in Beaver Creek Provincial Park. We explored other 

locations in the Pend d’Oreille, along the Columbia River and on the bluffs above Montrose and 

Columbia Gardens which appeared to have potential based on an examination using Google Earth. We 

were unable to relocate a historic collection site in the Pend d’Oreille.  

 

 
Figure 9. Waneta Terrestrial Compensation Program survey area. sample sites. Colour indicates sampling locations: Green 
dots are camas sites, magenta dots are unconfirmed camas, and red dots are sites with no camas. 

We confirmed 14 camas locations (Table 1) in the study area, and 2 suspected locations which need to 

be followed up on during flowering season 2013 (the pink dots in Figure 9).   

In the FSCA, we found two clusters of camas. One was in a moist seepage area with wet soil, growing 

among shrubs and grasses beside a creek. The plants were not yet in flower, so cannot be 100% 

confirmed. The second cluster consisted of widely dispersed plants growing in rocky, shallow soil in 

relatively dry conditions. These sightings highlight the difficulty of locating camas – it has a very short 

flowering time, can be widely dispersed such that it is difficult to spot. It is highly likely that more camas 

plants exist in the FSCA in isolated locations. Further exploration is warranted focusing around the site 

of the historic fort as well as on the rocky bluffs to the west. 
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Table 1. Camas sites in the Waneta Terrestrial Compensation Program study area 

Site Number Date Latitude Longitude 

inat76294 2012-05-07 49.015285 -117.613644 

FS2 2012-05-07 49.0297972 -117.6109685 

FS3 2012-05-07 49.0325695 -117.6157361 

inat76293 2012-05-07 49.03298623 -117.6157449 

inat76292 2012-05-07 49.03350483 -117.6165977 

inat79267 2012-05-07 49.03432044 -117.6178178 

inat76291 2012-05-07 49.057451 -117.613768 

BC4 2012-05-06 49.0580099 -117.6139013 

inat75431 2012-05-06 49.058061 -117.614688 

inat75432 2012-05-06 49.058275 -117.613754 

inat79270 2012-05-06 49.058785 -117.614421 

BC5 2012-05-06 49.0588342 -117.6145137 

inat75429 2012-05-06 49.0589244 -117.614553 

BC3 2012-05-06 49.0589517 -117.6144194 

inat120021 2012-09-06 49.080566 -117.602965 

inat81134 2012-05-20 49.093551 -117.645675 

 

 
Figure 10. Confirmed camas locations Fort Shepherd Conservancy Area 
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In Beaver Creek Provincial Park, below the Trail Airport, we found camas in two habitat types. There was 

a sparse population of less than 100 plants in an open grassland area in dry, deep sandy soil. Associated 

species included Hesperostipa comata (needle-and-thread grass), Danthonia spicata (poverty oatgrass), 

and Poa pratensis (Kentucky bluegrass). There were approximately 8 plants per m2 in this population. 

 

 
Figure 11. Confirmed camas locations at Beaver Creek Provincial Park 

Nearby, along the banks of the Columbia River, camas occurred in moist soil among large river cobbles. 

Common associated species included Poa compressa (Canada bluegrass), Rumex acetosella (sheep 

sorrel), Rumex acetosa (green sorrel), Amelanchier alnifolia (saskatoon), Allium cernuum (nodding 

onion), and Toxicodendron rydbergii (poison ivy). Plant density was lower than in the above population, 

only about 3 plants per m2.  

The camas densities found in the Waneta area are much lower than found at camas sites around 

Castlegar, where values were as high as 250 plants per m2. Additionally camas was not found in 

locations that appeared to have very high habitat suitability (such as along the Columbia River directly 
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across from Beaver Creek Provincial Park and at the sites along the Pend d’Oreille River). A likely 

explanation for this is that camas populations are in steep decline here, and only persisting on the 

margins of previous populations. A loss of the historical flood and fire disturbances, particularly along 

the Pend d’Oreille River, but also along the Columbia River, habitat loss through land conversion, and 

loss of First Nations traditional land use management practices likely contribute to the decline.  

 

  

   

Figure 12. Camas from the Waneta Terrestrial Compensation Program area. Top row: among the cobbles at Beaver Creek 
Provincial Park. Bottom row: camas in open grassy area at Beaver Creek Provincial Park; camas in fruit near Rock Island; 
single camas in the Fort Shepherd Conservancy Area, with Trimac in the background. 
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Outreach and Education 

We were amazed at the excitement and support that was generated by the Kootenay Camas Project. 

People were enthusiastic about a plant that is historically important in our ecosystems and that can still 

be seen – if you know where and when to look.  

Educational materials 

We distributed the following educational materials: 
 

 300 'Camas Report Cards' at RDKB office in Trail, City of Castlegar, CBT office in Castlegar, Selkirk 
College, at local nurseries and at all public events. 

 500 educational camas brochures were very popular, and we ran out of these very early on. 

 We mailed or gave out 250 Camas Postcards, and many of these are on people’s fridges and 
bulletin boards. 

 Approximately 50 seed packages have been given out along with written care instructions. 

 We have shared dozens of our distribution maps to interested parties. 

Public Events and Media 

The Kootenay Camas Project has encouraged community engagement through education and citizen 

science. The programs have been instrumental in gaining public support and in developing new 

partnerships for the project. We led or participated in numerous public events to inform residents about 

camas (Table 2). 

Table 2. Kootenay Camas Project 2012 Public Events 

Date Event Type # Participants 

05/05/2012 Castlegar Garden Club Plant Sale Display booth 50 

10/05/2012 Stanley Humphries Secondary 
School 

Talk and hands on demonstration 20 

15/05/2012 “So Rich a Picture”: The Camas 
Heritage in Southwestern BC. 

Public talk 25 

16/05/2012 Stakeholder tour Stewardship discussion 12 

19/05/2012 Castlegar Garden and Nature Fest Display booth 100 

20/05/2012 Camas discovery walk Interpretive program 10 

23/05/2012 Camas monitoring at Weippe 
Prairie, Idaho with Upper Columbia 
Basin Monitoring Network 

School presentation and training 60 

25/06/2012 Camas rescue  Plant salvage and stewardship 40 

17/09/2012 Castlegar City Council Delegation and presentation 40 + 

12/10/2012 Selkirk College Guest lecture 75 

26/10/2012 The Gathering Place Stewardship 35 

ongoing University of Victoria/School of 
Environmental Studies 

Display unknown 
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Together with the Selkirk College School of Environment and Geomatics, we developed a unique on-line 

reporting tool and produced a series of maps showing distribution and density of common camas in the 

study area. We held a lesson on camas with enthusiastic Grade 11 biology students (Stanley Humphries 

Secondary School), including a hands on demonstration of inventory methods. We were invited to two 

other schools for presentations, but were unable to do these because of scheduling difficulties, partially 

due to the teachers strike. 

We had a well-attended display at the Castlegar Garden and Nature Fest, supported by the Castlegar 

Garden Club. We hosted a Camas Discovery Walk in Castlegar, promoted by the West Kootenay 

Naturalists. We hosted a public talk “So Rich a Picture”: The Camas Heritage in Southwestern BC by Dr. 

Brenda Beckwith. Dr. Beckwith also co-led the Stewardship Tour and has agreed to be the project 

advisor.  

We held a stakeholder tour in Castlegar in June. We also held stewardship discussions with interested 

land managers with significant camas populations, including Chris Barlow (City of Castlegar – Millennium 

Park), Dave DeRosa (Teck Cominco – Birchbank Park) and Gitta Ridder (Gaia Shifts Community Land 

Trust). Now that areas in which camas grows have been identified we are working with stakeholders in 

these areas. Our presentation to Castlegar City Council was well-received and we have since received 

numerous invitations to work with a number of different organizations to improve camas stewardship in 

the region. 

The project has received extensive coverage in the local media (Table 3) including regional and 

provincial print media, local radio stations and on-line. Copies of articles and websites are found in 

Appendix I.
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Table 3. Kootenay Camas Project Media Coverage 

Date Title Publication Type Readership Readers 

2012 Kootenay Camas Project www.inaturalist.org/projects/kootenay-
camas-project 

Citizen science 
app with photos 
and maps 

unknown General public, citizen 
scientists 

2012 Kootenay Camas Project description West Kootenay Native Plant Society  Website 3000 
hits/month 

General public 

2012 Columbia River Basin Biodiversity 
Atlas 

Selkirk Geospatial Research Centre Website unknown  

Nov-11 Have you seen this plant? Newsletter Print and online 
newspaper 

120 Castlegar Friends of Parks 
and Trails 

May-12 Notices of KCP events Pennywise Weekly 
classified ads 

 Castlegar, Slocan, Trail and 
area residents 

22-May-12 Kootenay Camas Project featured Exploring Kootenay Lake blog.kootenay-
lake.ca 

Photography 
blog 

unknown  

23-May-12 Camas - Have you seen this plant? Trail Daily Times Print and online 
newspaper 

4200 Local residents - Trail 

30-May-12 Kootenay Camas Project Seeks Citizen 
Scientists 

Valley Voice Print and online 
newspaper 

20,000 Arrow Lakes, Slocan Valley, 
and North Kootenay Lake 
Valley 

June - 12 Public participation in inventory of 
Camassia quamash – a naturally and 
culturally significant plant 

Public Participation in Scientific 
Research Conference, Portland OR, 
August 4th and 5

th
, 2012.  

Conference 
poster 

  [Not presented due to 
logistical and funding 
constraints.] 

Jul-12 Kootenay employees stop to smell the 
camas 

Connections Print newsletter 2,400 FortisBC employees 

01-Jul-12 Prized plants rescued at local park Castlegar News Print and online 
newspaper 

6,800 Local residents - Castlegar 

20-Jul-12 Sinixt Radio with Eileen Delahanty 
Pearkes 

Kootenay Coop Radio Radio and 
podcast 

unknown Nelson and area 

Summer 
2012 

Radio Interview with Valerie Huff MountainFM Local radio unknown West Kootenay listeners 

Summer 
2012 

Kootenay Camas Project featured on 
first page 

The Columbia Basin Environmental 
Education Network 

Website unknown Environmental educators 
in Columbia Basin 

Summer/fall 
2012 

Camas at the Confluence: Where 
Ecology and Culture Meet at Kp’ítl’els 

Menziesia Print and digital 
newsletter 

400+ Native Plant Society of BC 
members, libraries 
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Lessons learned 

Camas is a very charismatic plant. The beautiful flowers, interesting history and distribution pique the 

interest of gardeners, naturalists and students alike. People are genuinely excited about improving 

stewardship for this native plant. It also provides an opening for wider discussions about native plants in 

general, about pollinator-plant relationships, and about human interaction with low elevation 

ecosystems. 

The ‘Camas Report Card’ cover featured the question ‘Have you seen this plant?’ The most common 

reaction to the cover was to question whether it was an invasive species or, as some people put it, ‘a 

bad plant.’ We think this demonstrates how effective the invasive plant committee has been in raising 

awareness about non-native species in the West Kootenay. It also highlights the need to focus on how 

important native plants are in our ecosystems, and educate people about what we want more of rather 

than what we want less of. Future brochures and report cards (if we use a similar format in future years) 

will not use this question; rather, they will feature a statement emphasizing the positive contribution of 

native plants.  

While land managers are not usually aware of local occurrences of camas, once we have connected with 

them they have generally been keen to learn more about camas and how to incorporate it into 

stewardship/land management plans. We are currently discussing camas stewardship plans and future 

projects with CPC, Teck Metals Ltd., Selkirk College, Aboriginal Gathering Place at Selkirk College, City of 

Castlegar, FortisBC and local land owners. In the first ever project of its kind, the City of Castlegar has 

agreed to work with us to relocate camas prior to construction in Twin Rivers Park. 

Conclusions 

In the West Kootenay, the 2012 inventory shows that camas is much more widely spread than has been 

previously recognized and it has astounding ecological breadth. A single year inventory can only provide 

a limited snapshot of the detection of a species at a particular time. In many ways, the inventory raises 

more questions than it answers.  

There are good reasons to believe that camas was once even more widespread than noted in this 

inventory, that it is persisting in marginal refugia, and that it is in decline in the Kootenays. This is 

particularly true of camas in the Waneta study area, where widely scattered individuals and low-density 

patches exist, primarily at very low elevations along the Columbia River.  

Habitat loss at low elevations is likely the main factor in camas decline. The construction of the dams 

resulted in the loss of riparian habitats where camas is commonly found. This is especially true of the 

Pend d’Oreille valley, where virtually none of the riparian areas remain in pre-dam conditions. The 

conversion of valley bottoms for agriculture and human settlement has led to increased dominance of 

non-native plants, particularly pasture grasses and invasive, non-native species.  
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Its persistence in localized areas is somewhat surprising, and may be explained by its very long and 

intimate relationship with First Nations people. Project advisor Dr. Brenda Beckwith suggests that camas 

is not only adapted to disturbance, but dependent upon it: 

 “camas has co-evolved with (First Nations) resource management in the forms of selective 
harvesting, intentional water diversions, and landscape scale burnings. Because of this, camas 
can withstand a lot of disturbance.”5 

 
The loss of traditional management practices that in pre-settlement times increased the extent and 

productivity of camas near First Nations settlements likely contributes to the local decline in camas to 

this day.  

This makes the existing populations even more remarkable and worthy of conservation and 

stewardship.  

Recommendations 

The following recommendations apply to the Waneta Terrestrial Compensation study area. Detailed 

recommendations for the entire Kootenay Camas Project can be found in the Columbia Basin Trust 

Summary Report. 

1. Inventory results for the Waneta study area will be passed on to the relevant land managers, 
including the Province of British Columbia (Beaver Creek Provincial Park), Teck Metals Ltd. and The 
Land Conservancy of British Columbia.  
 

2. Camas should be taken into consideration for management decisions in Beaver Creek Provincial Park 
and in the Fort Shepherd Conservancy Area.  There are numerous opportunities for stewardship of 
these areas. 
 

3. Develop interpretive signs for public education near existing camas patches. 
 
4. Further inventory is warranted on rock outcrops in Waneta, Montrose and Fort Shepherd, in 

locations where we were not able to determine species identity in Fort Shepherd, and along the 
Pend d’Oreille at peak flowering season. 
 

5. Develop and refine the predictive habitat model for camas, using the improved site information 
collected this year. 
 

6. Continue to use a citizen science model to engage people in the protection of native plants at low 
elevation 

                                                           
5
 Beckwith, B. 2012. Q and A on the camas topic. Castlegar News, October 4, 2012. 


